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Creating Vision Not Sight



“The best and most beautiful things in the world cannot be seen 

or even touched - they must be felt with the heart.”

—Helen Keller, American author
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Millions of blind people lose 
their confidence to 

navigate and analyze their 
surroundings

2 million 
in 2 years

better community platform
Spatially Enabled 
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Our device will guide the blind 
Horizontally as well as Vertically 

in their visually dark world

Impact

The aim of this 

product is to develop 
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Economical Efficient 



1 Time charge-

Stands for 15 days

Stages-3 Different 

Ranges

SoS/Emergency 

Button

FEATURES 
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Time Line

2013-14 2015-16 2017 2018-19 2020-21
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K Sonar

Ultrasonic technology and the bat's 

ability to 'see with sound'.

Problems:-

•It lacks in the use of modern technologies.

•Repair cost are very high

•Product life cycle is small.

•Too high Cost (₹ 41000)

SMART CANE

Device that mounted onto a cane 

carried by the visually challenged.

Problems:-

•Very less Accuracy to detect Obstacles.

•Always vibration, creates customer distraught.

•They replace normal cane

•High Cost (₹ 4500)



PRODUCT TIMELINE
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Up to

Dec-2016

Tested 

prototype on 

more than 100 

blind people

Several 

blind people 

are using 

our 

prototype.

Launch 

our first 

product

Upgrading our 

product with: 

GPS and 

SOS system

Launch our 

second 

product - A 

virtual cane 

& continues 

updating our 

products

Upgrading our 

products with: 

fitness 

tracking with 

connecting to 

doctors and 
Connected 

Canes

Enabled home 

automation in our 

product & Exploring 

other major 

applications in 

Deep Dark 

spot for 

Military and 

Navy

Jan-2017 Oct-2017 Mar-2018 Aug-2018 2019Aug- 2017

We are not just creating this product 

We are creating a platform for them so 

that they can be connected to one other 

through our product



FACT
•Tested on 300 partially to fully blind peoples.

•Colaborated with 50+ NGOs in Gujarat

•At present prototype being used by several Visually Impaired 

people, 

•we take continuous feedback; to improve the product and serve 

them better.

•Company Registered as “Torch-It Electronics Pvt. Ltd.”

•Patent pending (filed) named “Compact Device for Aiding Visually Impaired and 

System Thereof”

•Final Product design & PCB designs are completed.

•We have started R&D for Aiding GPS and GSM for upgrading the product

•Recommended by Dr. R Soni (Blind Technician) and Mr. baskar Mehta (NAB President)

•Hired 20 People for R&D and Marketing
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Dr. R. P. Soni

•BPA Member

•Blind Technician

Dr. Bhushan Punani

•BPA Director

•Wagh Bakri tea group  

Director
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